
VI. CONCLUSIONS 

An approach to sensitivity analysis of large-scale computer models based on an automated 
system for implementing the direct and adjoint method is now available. GRESS calculates 
model derivatives and sensitivities and has been successfully applied to many large-scale 
computer models. The availability of GRESS greatly reduces the man-effort required to' 
add sensitivity capability to existing FORTRAN models. 
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Abstract 

Л new multigroup library for the GAM-THERMOS spc&rum codes lias been compiled 
from the sources ENDF/n-V and JEF-1. The progress in comparison to the 20 years 
old standard library has been studied for one specific reactor design of the Modular High 
Temperature Reactor. The study covers various aspects of the performance of the reac
tor both for the initial core and for the equilibrium cycle. 
For the multiplication factor kc(rthc difference amounts to A ke(r = 0.0164 in the startup 
reactor, which is mainly due to changes in the cross sections of 1 3 SU. At the turn to the 
equilibrium cycle the difference reduces to Л кеП- = 0.0017 as due to various opposite 
tendencies in the data of the many involved nuclides. The change in the mass balance 
of the fissile materials is about 5%. The impact on the temperature coefficients is in the 
order of 4%, and the influence on other safety related properties of the reactor is lower 
than about I or 2 percent, confirming the confidence in formerly received results. 

1. Introduction 

In 1989 a new multigroup library has been compiled from the ENDF/B-V [1] and JEF-1 
[2] data files. It is intended for the VSOP computer code system [3] which is based on 
the ZUT-GAM-TIIERMOS spectrum codes [4,5,6]. 

This VSOP code system is applied to the physics calculation ofa reactor from its startup 
to the equilibrium cycle, to control and safety assessment and to thermal evaluations 
under operational and accidental situations. Spectrum calculation is performed for many 
subregions of the reactor and can repeatedly be applied when time proceeds. Neutron 
diffusion calculation and thermal hydraulics is performed 2-dimcnsionally in r-z-
gcometry. 

Up to now an older nuclear library has been used which is based on the ENDI7B-II data 
files [7]. It has been supplemented with data of various other sources as available about 
the year 1970. Calculations agreed well with existing reactors, therefore the introduction 
of a new library is considered to be a kind of venture. 



The comparison of the two nuclear libraries is made for a very specific reactor a 

MODUL-typc pebble bed HTR (table I). The calculational model is pjven in figure I. 

Beyond realistic modelling of the reflector zones it contains the ducts of the helium and 

the carbon bricks oulsidc of the reflector, which absorbs the leaking neutrons. The core 

is rubdivided into 10 different spectrum zones, and the reflector into 15 ones. Coupling 

between them is given in terms of neutron leakage. 

TABLE I. DESIGN rARAMETERS 

Thermal power MW 200 

Power density MW/m' 3.14 

Heigbt / Radius of the core cm 900 / 140 

Mealing of the helium *C 300 - . 950 

No. of fuel element passes through reactor 10 

Fuel, enrichment U O j , 10 % 

Coaled particles TR1SO 

Heavy metal loading g/sphere 6.15 

Moderation ratio ^гУ^ПМ 600 

The comparison is made in three steps: 

1. For the initial core with only few nuclides, 

2. Tor the equilibrium cycle containing the produced actinides and fission products, 

3. For reactivity rfTects under control and accidental situations. 

2. Nuclear Libraries 

The basic nuclear library of the VSOP code system consists of two source libraries: an 

cpithcrmal one arid n thermal one. The cpithcrmal data arc given in 68 energy groups 

in the structure of the GAM- ] code [5] ranging from 10 McV to 0.414 cV. The thermal 

library contains the data in 3f> energy groups in the TI1HRMOS structure [6] ranging 

from 2.05 cV to II)" 5 cV. 
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Fig. 1: Calculations! Model 

The older libraries arc based on F.NDF/B-II [7 ] and BNI.-325 [8] . They contain 160 

absorber nuclides and 5 moderator nuclidts with scattering kernels of different tempe

ratures. The scattering matrices of the graphite arc based on the Young-Koppcl [9 ] 

phonon spectrum in graphite. The fission yields already stem from ENDF/B-V. 

The new library is made of 175 nuclides. It has been prepared from the HNDF/B-V [ I ] 
or from the .lDF-1 [2 ] data files. For some nuclides, e.g. " ' P u and Cr, the HNDF/B-IV 

[10] data base was preferred. For the generation of the new library the AMI 'X modules 

XLACS-2 and NPTXS were used. The weighting spectrum was a 



fission-I/E-Maxwellian. Below 0.414 eV a Maxwell spectrum оГ900 К was applied. The 

Depplcr-broadening was also calculated for the temperature of 900 K. The thermal cross 

sections of the moderator nuclides and the fission yields remained unchanged. 

For the nuclides J " T h and , S , U the resolved and unresolved resonance parameters 

were transferred in order to calculate ii.e resonance CTOSS sections separately. They arc 

individually made for the different temperatures and the specific configuration ofthc fuel 

elements by the code ZUT-DGI. ЭД. 

In fi?-? the new and the old fission cross sections of 2 " W and 2 > , P u are compared over 

the thermal energy range. The given neutron spectrum is used to calculate the average 

Fig. 2: Thermal Fission Cross Sections 

cross sections. For 2 " U the new function of afis slightly higher in the range from 0.07 

cV to 0.4 eV. Here the weighting spectrum is high, therefore the new averaged thermal 

fission cross section is higher by about 2%. For 2 s , P u the new o/is lower in the range 

from 0.08 cV to 0.2 eV, and consequently the resulting new averaged thermal cross sec

tion is about 1% lower. The differences oflhcsc two fission cross sections have major 

influence on к ^ both ofthc startup core and of the equilibrium cycle. 

3. Initial Core 

As to table 11 the difference of k e f r between the two libraries is strong for the initial core, 

and it is small for the equilibrium cycle. 

TABLE П. IMPACT OF LIBRARIES ON k^, 

Library old new Д kj.(ncw • old) 

Initial core 

Equilibrium cycle 

0.9987 1.0151 +0.0164 

1.0000 1.0017 +0.0017 

In order to explore the reason of this finding a simplified model was formed for the re

actor at startup: The core was collapsed into one spectrum zone at the temperature of 

700°C and the reflector into another one at fi50°C. Instead of changing the cross 

sections of all nuclides the change has been made for only one of them: cither 2 3 ! U or 
2 3 " U . And in a third case the " ' U has been replaced by 2 " P u . The enrichment of 

" 5 U (cnr.=4%) and of " ' P u (cnr.= 1.16%) was chosen in order to get k e ( r = 1.0 in 

the calculations with the older library. 

In this comparison it appears that the greatest difference results from 2 3 Î W . The value 

of k e ( r increases by Д k e ( r = +0.0124 (tab. Ill a). This increase is due to the increase of 

the пси- thermal v and ä, by 0.3% and 2.1% respectively. This is so important because 

98.2% of the produced neutrons in the thermal group arc produced by 2 ' S W . The in

crease in the thermal absorption cross section, which is mostly due to the increase of 

a,, docs not compensate this effect. The changing of the cross sections in the cpithcrmal 

energy group is unimportant as can be «c<:ri from the low rates of fractional absorption 

and production. 



I f only " * U is taken from the new library k e | r increases by 0.0022 (tab. II lb). This dif

ference is mostly due to the decrease o f 1.1% in the absorption cross section in the 

cpithermal energy region and, to some lower part, in the thermal range. This decrease 

o f the epithermal absorption value results from the reduced o f the first three reso

nances of " " U . The resulting resonance integral (for T=7O0°C) is about 1.2% lower 

than the resonance integral calculated with the older resonance parameters. But, as one 

can conclude from the small isotopic absorption- and production rates, the exchange o f 

the *-**U data is o f minor influence on k ^ compared with the great influence o f the 

" J U data. 

Further wc checked the influence o f " ' P u because it is very important for the results 

in the equilibrium calculations. For this purpose wc computed the same initial core as 

before but loaded with * " U and 1.16% " * P u . In this case wc got a decrease оГ-0.0201 

in k^. when taking the " ' P u data from the new library (tab. l l lc ) . The decrease in k e f r 

is due to a decrease o f 0.6% in thermal V and to a decrease o f 1.1% in thermal af. 

99% of the produced neutrons appear in the thermal group, therefore the differences in 

thermal v and 5/ have such a great influence. Because the thermal absorption cross sec

tion changes by only 0.5% and the fast and epithcrmal energy region is unimportant, 

wc can conclude that the difference in k ^ aris-s mostly from the differences in thermal 

V and 5/. 

Beyond the heavy metals the initial core contains С, О and Si. Here the effect on k e f r is 

only Д k c ) r = +0.000S. O f course, some change o f the cross sections is observed in the 

cpithcrmal energy range, but the effect is small due to the low fractional absorption rate 

o f these elements. In the thermal range the cross sections of the scattcrers have not been 

altered. 

4. Equilibrium Cycle 

When the running-in period is followed with the two libraries the difference in the mul

tiplication factor reduces strongly in comparison with the difference o f the initial core 

(tab. I I ) . This is partly due to the nuclides which emerge during the burnup, and partly 

to the reduced importance o f " s U . 

TABLE Шд. *"и CHANGE OF THE AVERAGED CROSS-SECTIONS 
(initial core) 

TABLE ШЪ. CHANGE OF T H E AVERAGED CROSS-SECTIONS 
(initial ec»e) 

TABLE Шс. "»Pu CHANGE OF T H E AVERAGED CROSS-SECTIONS 
(initial core) 

Enerjy ringt cpithcrmal E > Ш cV thermal Б Ä l.«5 cV 

Library old new rcl-change *) elc< new rcLchangc •) 
% 

» 3.433 2.44» + 0.3 2.430 2.437 +0.3 

•i bam I IJ 13.3 + «.5 243.« 250.9 + t i 

: barn » J 7.9 -6.9 4J.6 46.2 + 1.4 

в ham KU 21.3 + 2.2 291.4 297.1 + 2.0 

friction* 1 
•TMorptton*) % 1.2 4Д.4 

production*) % 1.7 

old nCW t (new old) 

1.0031 U U ) +0.0124 

Energy rinfe cpithcrmal l ; > 1.15 cV thermal t Л I IS eV 

Library old ПС* relchangc ' ) 
% 

ok) new rclchangc 1 ) 

* 2.754 2.731 -0.8 0.0 2.319 -
e r barn 3.46-1 4.01.2 + 15.9 0.0 1.55-6 -
ec bam 7.07 6.99 - I . I 1.32 1.31 -0.« 

». bam 7.11 7.03 -1.1 1.32 1.31 -О.И 

fractional 
•biorrxto г') 9.411 5.2 

production1) 0.14 0.0 

Old new o(ne« • old) 

1.003) 1.0053 + 0.0022 

Energy range cpithcrmal K > 1.15 cV thermal E j 1.15 cV 

Library old new rcLchangc ' ) 
V, 

old new rcLchangc *) 
V. 

V 2.195 2.179 -0.6 2.192 2.174 -0.6 

0r barn 13.6 14.3 +5J 1(0. 150. -I .I 

в ( barn 9.6 10.4 +1.1 4«9. 506. + 3.3 

bam 23.2 24.7 +6.6 1349. 1356. + 0.5 

fractional 
•biorption1) % 0.3S 54.0 

production*) 0.64 99.0 

olJ new & (new old) 

1.000) 0.9*02 -0.0201 

*) per 100 lost neutrons 

*) per 100 produced neutrons 



The burnup calculation includes 60 different nuclides. For some of them the change in 

the cross sections (tab. IV) is strong, e.g. » s , X e , , 0 5 R h , ' " ' N d , and " 5 F2u. Ihn their 

influence on к еП. is small, because their fractional absorption rate is in the order of only 

0.1% for each of them. 

TABLE IV. CHANGE OF THE AVERAGED CROSS SECTIONS FROM OLD TO NEW LIBRARY 
IN THE THERMAL ENERGY GROUP (E S 1.85 eV) 

Nuclide Fractional absorption [V. ] Relative change [ S ] *) Fractional neutron 
in thermal group " х production [%] 

in thermal group 

» " U 28.9 + 2.1 + 14 59.3 

• " P u 15.8 + 0.7 -1.5 28.9 

" • P u 4.5 + 1.4 

" ' P u З.Л -6.6 -2.2 7.4 

•••и 2.7 -0.9 

{15.4 cpilhcrmat) (-1.1) 

' " Х с 2.18 + 42 

"•Nid 0.84 -5.4 

Si 0.68 + 0.3 

' " R h 0.60 -0.6 

" • S m 0.54 + 3.2 

' "S i r i 0.30 -0.4 

" • X c 0.18 -2l.fi 

" ' P m 0.17 -1.3 

(0.008 cpithcrmal) (+3300% !) 

'••Rh 0.IS -£7.l 

" • N d 0.12 -IB.9 

'••Cs 0.12 + 8.1 

' " E u IUI -71.2 

•) " » - ° " . i n o 

For the few nuclides of higher importance the change in the cross sections is only mod

erate. Just like for the initial core, the " J U and " e U make the tendency for an increase 

o fk e ( ] . Л tendency of decrease results from the cross sections of " T u , J I , 0 P u , " 5 X c , 

and u ' S m . In short, the influence on the equilibrium cycle is no more than Д ke (J. = 

+ 0.0017. An uncertainty ofthat kind could easily be balanced by the control system of 

the reactor. 

But there is another way of compensating for the difference in k e ( r: Due to the contin

uous fuelling of this reactor the burnup can easily \n increased by slight reduction of the 

loading and unloading rate of fuel elements per day. By this way the transition from the 

old library to the new one can be balanced by an increase of the burnup from 99.5 to 

100.0 MWd/kg J ( M achieving the same value of k ^ = 1.0 at the equilibrium cycle. 

The table V illustrates the impact on reactor performance characteristics as caused by 

that transition in the loading rate. In the global data a very slight decrease is observed 

in the conversion ratio. The power peaking increases by 4%, but the maximum value 

TABLE V. EQUILIBRIUM CYCLE 

tU 

Library old new relative changes *) 

Global characteristics: 

Bumup M W d / k , H M 99.51 100.01 + 0.5 

Fuel residence lime d 916.0 921.1 + 0.56 

Conversion ratio 0.442 0.437 - I . I 

Fissile inventory kg/OWu, 451.4 442.1 -2.1 

Power peaking KW/hall 1.70 1.77 + 4.1 

Max. fuel temperature •с 1051.1 1050.6 -0.05 

Fuel cycle costs milWKWh, 7.87 7.8J -0,2 

Balance оГпешхош: 

Production/absorption (in fiis.isoi.) IT с 1.961 1.966 +0.25 

Capture/fission (fini!; isotopes) a 0.321 0.316 -1.6 

Production of neutrons: '"II % 62.63 63.47 + 1.3 

"•II 7. 0.25 0.29 + 16.0 

" ' P u •/. 29.32 28.17 -3.9 

" ' ( • и 7. 7.78 8.03 + 3.2 

Neutron losses: fissile isotopes % 50.99 50.88 -0.2 

fission products V. 7.57 7.84 + 3.6 

leakage % 14.53 14.57 + 0.3 

Fissile material: 

Discharged fuel: kg/OWd0, 

• " I J 0.1398 0.1310 -6.3 

" " P u 0.0532 0.0511 -4.0 

" ' P u 0.0228 0.0242 + 6.1 

Inventory: 

!)>„ 39J.2 386.5 -2.2 

• " P u 4.1.8 42.4 • -3.1 

" ' P u 12.5 13.2 + 5.9 

http://-2l.fi


of 1.77 KW/ball stays Гах below the technological limit which is given by 4.5 KW/ball. 

And the fuel cycle costs decrease by a very small amount which is neglcgiblc. 

In the balance of neutrons the change in the neutron production rate from Tissions in 
2 S , U is relatively high, which results from the improvement ofvo> But the importance 

of that efTect on the total fission rate is very low. The changes in the production rates 

of the Pu-isotopes almost cancel out each other. A slight increase is observed in the fis

sion products absorption. This is mainly due to the higher thermal absorption cross 

sections of 1 3 S X c , ' " S m , and to the higher cpithermal absorption in " " 'Pm. 

In the break down of the fissile material balances the changes arc of the order of 5%. 

This clearly illustrates that library changes can effect the isotopic mass balances to some 

degree. On the other hand it shows also that future changes of the mass balances, as due 

to future improvements of the libraries, must be expected to be never more than in the 

order of a percent, because it is unlikely that improvements of the nuclear data could 

be again of the same magnitude as observed over the last 20 years. 

5. Aspects of Control and Safety 

For the two equilibrium cycles wc investigated some effects which arc basic for the as

sessment of the reactor. 

The temperature coefficients of the two cases differ slightly (tab. VI ) . They have been 

obtained by changing the temperature in the fuel, moderator, and reflector about 50°C. 

It appears that the Doppler coefficient remains almost unchanged, but the moderator 

coefficient and the reactivity cTcct of the temperature change in the reflector arc differ

ent in the order of 20%. Since the scattering matrix of graphite has not been altered the 

TABLE VI. REACTIVITY EFFECTS 

Library old new 

Temperature coclTident: 

at operating condition 
break down: fuel (Doppler) 

moderator 
reflector 

Дк^/ДТро5] -4.46 
-3.68 
-J.68 
+ 0.90 

-4.66 
-2.78 
-2.0» 
+ 1.12 

at shutdown, cold -13.00 -13.82 
Shutdown requirement: 

full power -» ziro power (50*C, Xc-dccay) Д к ^ + 0.083 +0.087 
Capability оГ shutdown tyncm KLAK " « х -0.155 -0.156 

reactivity changes must be assigned to the thermal cross sections of the absorbers and 

to their impact on the leakage. As a consequence, the response of reactivity to transient 

change of the temperature in graphite structures must be expected to be different for the 

two libraries. But when temperature changes also occur in the fuel, the library effect is 

lower because the low change of the Doppler coefficient is dominant. 

The largest change of temperature occurs at down cooling of the reactor after shutdown. 

The multiplication factor increases by 4.3 or 4.7% when applying the old or new library, 

respectively. In tab. VI the shutdown requirement includes another 4% as due to the 
, , 5 X e decay. The contribution of xenon is very similar for the two libraries. 

In total the shutdown requirement is well covered by the shutdown system, which con

sists of little absorber spheres (К1.ЛК) being poured into channels in the reflector. The 

capability of the К1.ЛК system is about 15.5%, and it is only little dependent on the li

braries. 

In addition the shutdown system must cover any other excess reactivity which might 

occur. For the ingress of water at full operating condition the characteristics have been 

calculated for the two library cases (fig. 3). Apparently, the effect of the libraries is defi

nitely small over the whole range of consideration. From the scale of the partial pressure 

it can be recognized that the content of water in the core and in the upper void can 
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hardly exceed 400 kg. That amount оГ water causes the excess reactivity of 2.6%, and 
this is also well covered by the К LA К shutdown system. The change between the »wo 
libraries results in the two different curves, and this effect appears to be ncglcgibic. 

(>. Conclusion 

The introduction of improved nuclear data into detailed reactor research is a two-edged 
enterprise, because it might destroy the confidence into former results. Fortunately, the 
revision of the 20 years old library ofthc VSOl' program brings only little changes in the 
results. 

The changes of the cross sections of the different fissile isotopes arc opposite to each 
other. They bring up to 6% changes in the mans balance of the individual fissile isotopes, 
but the net effect on multiplication factor and burnup is low. Definitely large changes 
arc observed in the cross sections of some fission products, but fortunately the impor
tance of these isotopes is very low. Safety related properties of the reactor are dependent 
on global nuclear and thermal features, and these ones arc only weakly affected by the 
turn to the new library. 
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Abstract 

A series of two-dimensional (iiscrete-ordtnales tiansport theory Vcjj calculations with an (ja) 
geometric model have been performed for a simple, typical LEU HTR PROTEUS configuration (7042 
pebbles) without the simulation of any water ingress into the core, with LEU AVR non irradiated 
fuel containing 6 grams of 16.7% enriched uranium per pebble, for a filling factor of 0.74 (maximum 
packing) and for a moderators-fuel pebble ratio M/F of 1/1. All calculations were based on specific 
data libraries (mainly based on JEF-1) for the cell codes WIMS-D, MJCROX-2, and TRAMTX, and 
were performed using these codes in connection with the one- and with the two-dimensional transport 
theory programmes ONEDANT and TWODANT from Los Alamos. WTMS-D may now be routinely 
used for HTR applications with a new method developed by Segev which allows the conversion of 
the spherical pebble bed unit cell into ал equivalent (from the neutronic point of view) cylindrical unit 
cell. 

It is found that the calculated eigenvalue k*// depends particularly on the transport corrected total 
cross sections employed in the full reactor calculation, on the number of groups, and on the nuclear 
data (i.e. from JEF-1 or from older evaluations) used. 

For a 13 neutron group calculation in the well tested structure from Hochiempcraiur Reakiorbau 
(HRB), the eigenvalue ke// ranges from 0.9896 for Po modified cross sections coming from MJCROX-
2 lo 1.0083 for P 0 modified JEF-1 cross sections from WfMS-D. 

Either the use of Pi modified cross sections in connection with the group structure from HRB, or 
that of P 0 cross sections (suitably modified) in connection with a finer group structure, particularly in 
the thermal range, is recommended for physics calculations of small HTR cores. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A series of two-dimensional discrele-ordinates transport theory kc// calculations with an (r,z) geometric 
model have been performed for a simple, representative LEU HTR PROTEUS configuration (3521 
fuel pebbles, corresponding to a core height of 86.61 cm), without the simulation of any water ingress 
into the core, with LEU AVR non irradiated fuel containing 6 grams of 16.7% enriched uranium per 
pebble, for a filling factor of 0.74 (maximum packing) and for a moderator-to-fuel pebble ratio M/F of 
1/1. The core radius is 62.5 cm, the radial reflector is 100 cm thick graphite, the lower axial reflector 
is 64 cm thick graphite, and the upper axial reflector is 78 cm thick graphite. The height of the core 
cavity (which includes the core itself and the air above the core and between the pebbles) is 190 cm. 


